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Momentum Asset Advantage

Asset Maintenance is traditionally complex and difficult to 
manage. As your business grows, so does the list of assets you 
need to maintain. Effective asset management is critical for long-
term success, and can drive efficiencies to reduce costs and 
improve service quality. 

Momentum Asset Advantage takes the complexity out of asset 
maintenance, and helps you free up and manage resources to 
make maintaining assets a profitable part of your business. 

Combining the features of MYOB EXO Fixed Assets, Serviceable 
Units and Job Costing, with additional custom features designed 
to support your business, Momentum Asset Advantage allows you 
to easily manage assets, including depreciation, maintenance 
and running costs, as well as schedule and track maintenance 
tasks and keep historical usage records. 

Momentum Asset Advantage 
Extending MYOB EXO’s functionality to better manage your most valuable assets

Key Features

• Auto-create and update a serviceable unit from a fixed 
asset

• Auto-create and update a serviceable unit from a serial  
tracked stock item (when sold)

• Auto-create a resource (for job scheduling) from a 
serviceable unit

• Auto-link a serviceable unit to a job from a resource 
schedule

• Enter historical usage for serviceable units (e.g km’s or 
hours at a given date)

• Enhanced serviceable units due for service dashboard

• Email reminders of service due
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Momentum Asset Advantage
Extending MYOB EXO’s functionality to better manage your most valuable assets

• Auto-create and update a serviceable unit 

• Auto-create a resource (for job scheduling) 

• Enter and review historical usage (km’s, hrs, days)

• Enhanced ‘due for service’ dashboard

• Email reminders of service due

• Maintain customer assets

• Maintain internal assets

• Create maintenance and service schedules

• Create and record service histories

• Manage contacts

• Track all services, breakdowns, repairs and 
running costs

• Create and use service templates

• Service quotes and work orders

• Track labour

• Use parts (stock)

• Manage asset purchases, sales and disposals

• Manage asset depreciation

• Manage asset revaluations

• Debtors

• Creditors

• Stock

• General Ledger

EXO Finance

EXO Fixed Assets EXO Job Costing

EXO Serviceable UnitsMomentum Asset Advantage
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Momentum Asset Advantage
Taking standard asset management to the next level

Find this information useful?
You may also be interested in our other 
Momentum Add-ons. 

Contact us today on (07) 5479 1877

Minimal Training and Setup

Momentum Asset Advantage requires minimal training and 
setup, and utilises mostly standard features of MYOB EXO 
you are probably already using. 

Prerequisites
• MYOB EXO Finance

• MYOB EXO Job Costing

• MYOB EXO Serviceable Units

• MYOB EXO Fixed Assets (optional)

• Momentum WorkFlow Engine

• Minimum EXO Version 8.7 or higher 

Save on time and money

With Momentum Asset Advantage you can maximise your 
investment in MYOB EXO, and save time and money.  

A separate asset maintenance software solution would be 
extremely costly to your business, with additional software, 
implementation, support and licence costs. Not to mention the 
costs of integrating it with an ERP system. By using a single 
software platform to manage your assets, you not only maximise 
your investment in MYOB EXO, but also gain significant savings 
for your business.  

Fully integrated with MYOB EXO, Momentum Asset Advantage 
streamlines data entry, increasing efficiencies and reducing the 
chance of errors. You avoid duplicated data entry, and gain more 
control of your business.

Momentum Add-ons


